Hidden speaking rate is proposed in this paper. In contrast to traditional raw speaking rate estimation that simply averages number of syllable or phone per second with or without pauses, the proposed hidden speaking rate is estimated by normalizing effects of lexical information and prosodic structure based on the existing speaking rate-dependent hierarchical prosodic model (SR-HPM). The significance of the proposed hidden speaking rate is exemplified by analysis on the speaking rate estimation for a Mandarin speech database containing four parallel speech corpora of a female professional announcer with fast, normal, medium and slow speaking rates. By conducting prosody generation experiment on the same speech corpus, the hidden speaking rate is proved to be more meaningful and accurate to represent speaker's intended or underlying speaking rate than conventional raw speaking rate.
Introduction
Speaking Rate (SR), a prosody feature, influences many speech phenomena such as pause duration, syllable duration, pitch contour shape, and so on. Conventionally, speech rate and articulation rate (AR) are two SR measures defined as the number of output units per unit of time. The difference between speech rate and AR is that speech rate includes pause intervals while AR does not. AR determines the pace at which speech segments are actually produced and does not take into account speaker-specific ways of conveying information, such as hesitations, pausing, emotional expressions, and so on [1] . On the other hand, speech rate contains more global speaker characteristics including frequency of pausing.
Estimation and modeling SR are useful for many speech applications, such as automatic speech recognition (ASR), emotion recognition, and text-to-speech system (TTS). For ASR, acoustic modeling (AM) is less robust for very fast or slow speech. Many methods have been proposed to enhance the robustness of AM, including utilization of durational information [2] , SR-normalization of spectral features [3, 4] , modeling of pronunciation variations [5] , adaptation of HMM's mixture weights and transition probabilities [6] , use of parallel AMs of various SRs [7] . [8] used estimated SR to assist in emotion recognition. For TTS, generating speech in userdefined or controllable SR makes the synthesized speech more vivid and suitable for the various application, e.g., fast speech for visually-impaired people and slow speech for language learners. Existing methods for modeling SR in TTS are proportional duration adjustment [9] , interpolation of models in various SRs [10] [11] [12] , and explicit modeling of SR effect on prosodic features [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
It is found that the mentioned-above previous studies in SR modeling measured speaking rate by using simply averaging number of syllables or phones in an observed duration with or without pause duration. Some studies [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] also measure SR by averaging syllable duration per second, i.e., inverse SR (ISR) to facilitate duration modeling. However, observed (or raw) syllable or phone durations are influenced by lexical contents and prosodic structures of utterances. This indicates that SR estimated by averaging raw duration would be biased by lexical and prosodic structure information. The true SR would be view as a hidden variable because the only observations are durations of syllables or phones.
In this paper, we propose to estimate the so-called hidden inverse SR (hidden ISR) based on the existing speaking ratedependent hierarchical prosodic model (SR-HPM). The main idea is that we consider SR is influenced by factors of lexical information of tone and base syllable type and prosodic structure. The hidden ISR is estimated by syllable durations being normalized by the above factors. The role of the SR-HPM is used to obtain the prosodic structure of input utterances and the patterns of the affecting factors. The significance of the proposed hidden ISR is exemplified, and prosody generation experiment is conducted to examine the usefulness of the proposed hidden speaking rate. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the overall research process of this study. Section 3 presents the estimation of the proposed hidden ISR. Examination of the proposed hidden ISR is stated in Section 4. Some conclusions and future studies are presented in the final section. The research is conducted in five steps. We describe them as follows. The first two steps are conventional training procedure of SR-HPM. The step 1 constructs normalization functions (NFs) to suppress the effect of SR on observed prosodic-acoustic features (PAFs), i.e., A, given with the ISR, i.e., x, and the associated linguistic features (L). Here, the ISR is defined as an average syllable duration calculated for an utterance (unit: second per syllable, s/syl), so-called raw ISR. The NFs are constructed for four types of PAFs: syllable pitch contour (sp), syllable duration (sd), syllable energy level (se) and inter-syllable pause duration (pd). Each sp is represented by a four-dimensional vector [21] . The NF for the sp vector is a tone-dependent and dimension-dependent z-normalization function with mean and variance given by two first-order polynomials of x. The NF for sd is a z-normalization function with mean and variance given by two second-order polynomials of x. The NF for pause duration is a Gamma distribution normalization function, with its two parameters calculated from mean and variance represented by two second-order polynomials of x. The NF for se is a z-normalization function with utterance-dependent mean and variance that does not consider the SR effect.
Overall Research Process
The step 2 conducts a joint prosody labeling and modeling (PLM) algorithm to obtain five main prosodic sub-models and prosodic tags that represent prosodic structures of input utterances, i.e., T = {B, P}. The tag B is the break type sequence formed by seven break types {B0, B1, B2-1, B2-2, B2-3, B3, B4} used to delimit four types of layered prosodic constituents: syllable (SYL), prosodic word (PW), prosodic phrase (PPh), and breath/prosodic phrase group (BG/PG) [20, 22] . The tag set P = {p, q, r} comprises three prosodic state sequences representing the states of the current syllable in higher-level prosodic constituent patterns for syllable pitch contour (p), syllable duration (q) and syllable energy level (r), respectively [20] . The inputs of the training for the five sub-models are SRnormalized PAFs (  A ), ISR (x) and linguistic feature (L). The trained NFs and the trained five sub-models can be used in prosody generation. The prosody generated by this step is taken as the baseline for comparison.
The step 3 estimates the hidden ISR (x ) given with A, L, and information about tone, base syllable type and a prosodic structure represented by the break type tag (B) which is obtained by the conventional SR-HPM training procedure (step 2). The step 4 re-estimates the sd NFs with the estimated hidden ISR by considering the same factors used for estimating the hidden ISR. All the other NFs are trained in the conventional method but with the hidden ISR, x . The step 5 re-trains the five sub-models (with the hidden ISR, x ) and these re-trained submodels and the re-estimated NFs are used to conduct prosody generation experiments. The prosody generated in this step is used to examine the usefulness of the proposed hidden ISR.
The Proposed ISR

Estimation of Hidden ISR
Recall that the sd of each syllable in SR-HPM is modeled by an additive model with the sd NF: 
; g  is the global sd standard deviation. By (1), we may directly obtain the hidden ISR by moving x to the left-hand side of (1) and moving the rests to the right-hand side. However, the labeled prosodic state (qn) for each syllable by the SR-HPM tends to be quantized value for the residual of the following value:
This makes n sd zero mean and very small in variance.
Therefore,
In this situation, the prosodic state sequence q and its affecting pattern n q  overfit the observed sd. Directly obtaining the hidden ISR by moving x to the left-hand side of (2) will not refine the ISR. To overcome this overfitting problem, we estimate the AP of the prosodic state by information given with the labeled break sequence B. In other words; we estimate a more robust prosodic state pattern by the given prosodic structure represented by break type sequence. Specifically, the hidden ISR is estimated by: can be obtained after the SR-HPM is trained in the step 2 with break and prosodic state sequences labeled.
Re-estimation of the Syllable Duration NF
The parameters of conventional sd NF, i.e. a, b and c in (2), are obtained by fitting points of ( , ) 
where K is the number of training utterances; ( , , ) p a b c is the posterior probability; ˆk
x is hidden ISR of the k-th utterance. By (1), we may assume , , , ' , 
The variances of ' 
Experimental Results
Experimental Database
The database for examining the proposed ISR is the same one as used in our previous study [16] -a female Mandarin speech corpus that contains four parallel sub-corpora of fast, normal, medium, and slow SRs. The four parallel sub-corpora were recorded with the short text paragraphs which were excerpted from news and articles. The maximum and minimum lengths of the utterances are 270 and 80 syllables, and the average length is 138 syllables. The database is divided into a training set with 183,795 syllables (for SR-HPM training) and a test set with 19,951 syllables (for prosody generation experiment).
Analysis of Estimated Hidden ISR
We first examine the estimated hidden ISRs for each of the subcorpora. Fig. 2 shows histograms of raw ISRs and the hidden ISRs. It can be seen from the figure that each of the four speech sub-corpora has narrower distribution in the hidden ISR than the one in the raw ISR. Table 1 shows average raw ISRs and hidden ISRs for the four sub-corpora. We found that the estimated hidden ISRs are slower than the raw ISRs for fast and normal speech corpora while they are faster for medium and slow speech corpora. Table 2 shows variances of raw ISRs and the proposed hidden ISRs for each of the four sub-corpora. It is found that the variances of hidden ISR are smaller than the ones of raw ISR for each of the corpora. This result is in accordance with the histograms of Fig. 1 . Table 2 also shows the variances of the hidden ISRs estimated with each single factors of tone, base syllable type and prosodic structure, and combinations of tone and base syllable type factors. We may conclude from the above observations that the proposed hidden ISR may be more suitable to represent speaker's underlying SR than raw ISR because variances of hidden ISR for speech corpus of each speaking rate range (fast, normal, medium, and slow) is lower than ones of raw ISRs. Besides, the proposed method can suppress the effect of tone, base syllable type and prosodic structure on ISR estimation. This suppression reduced very fast and very slow estimated ISR for the fast and slow speech corpora, which may be over-or under-estimated by the raw ISR estimation. Then, we analyze how the factors of tone and prosodic structure affect the estimation of hidden ISR. First, we analyze the correlation coefficient between the occurrence of tone in an utterance and ISR difference between the proposed hidden ISR and raw ISR. This correlation coefficient is defined as:
where , tk p is the probability (frequency) of tone t in k-th utterance; ˆk
x and k x are respectively the proposed hidden ISR and raw ISR of k-th utterance. Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients , t PX   for t=1~5. It is found that frequencies of tones 3 and 5 positively correlated with the ISR difference k x  while those of tones 1 and 2 are negatively correlated. This result reflects the fact that tones 3 and 5 intrinsically have short syllable duration while tones 1 and 2 have long ones. These intrinsic long or short syllable durations would affect the accuracy of ISR estimation as we do not remove their effect on averaging syllable duration. For example, it an utterance contains more tone-5 syllables, the raw ISR will be underestimated as a faster ISR. Next, we analyze effect of prosodic structure on ISR estimation. To simplify the analysis, probability of break type b in k-th utterance, i.e. , bk p , is used to measure correlation with the ISR difference k x  . Table 4 shows the correlation between It is found that higher occurrence of B3 and B2-2 would result in faster ISR estimated by the proposed method while more B0 in an utterance result in slower hidden ISR. Recall that B3 and B2-2 are break types with median and short pauses. These two break types are also signaled by pre-boundary syllable duration lengthening. The break type B0 is defined as a tightly-coupled intra-prosodic word syllable juncture and is following a shorter syllable within a prosodic word. Note that occurrences of break types are dependent on syntax and semantics of utterance's content. The result shown here indicates that the proposed estimation of hidden ISR can remove part of effect resulted from utterance's prosodic structure or text content. Fig. 3 shows the sd NF estimated by the conventional method and the proposed method. The re-estimated sd NF has the same trend with the original NF but has a little larger value. This figure also shows 
Analysis of Re-estimated sd NF
The scatter plot of ˆk  is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the reestimation of sd NF by (5) is analogous to a curve fitting problem that the polynomial function () k x  matches the points of ( , ) kk x  . It is found that ˆk  's have smaller variance than k  's have around the estimated NFs. These smaller variances are because of the consideration of affecting factors of tone, base syllable type and prosodic structure in the equation (5) . The considered factors would affect the estimation of ISR. By normalizing the effect of the factor, the re-estimated sd NF could be more robust. Table 5 shows the mean squared errors (MSEs) of reconstructed pitch contour (sp), syllable duration (sd) and energy level (se). These MSEs are calculated by the difference between observed PAFs and the reconstructed PAFs by parameters of the five submodels and denormalization by the NFs. It can be seen from the table that sp, sd, and se are all very small compared with the variance of the modeled prosodic features. The RMSEs by the re-trained SR-HPM are very close to the one by the original SR-HPM. This is because most of the variances of the modeled data have been reduced by APs of prosodic states. Table 6 displays the correlation matrix of break types labeled by the re-trained SR-HPM with the hidden ISR and the original SR-HPM with raw ISR. It is found that break types interchange more frequently within pause-related break class (i.e., B2-2, B3 and B4) and non-pause-related break class (i.e., B0, B1, B2-2, and B2-3). This result indicates that the ISR difference between hidden ISR and raw ISR could affect the labeling of prosodic structure. Table 7 shows the RMSEs of reconstructed pause durations (pd). The reconstructed pd by the proposed method has smaller RMSEs than the ones by the conventional method in all break type cases. We may conclude that the proposed hidden ISR is a more accurate estimation of ISR that affect the distribution of pd. Table 8 shows the RMSEs of PAFs generated by the original SR-HPM and the re-trained SR-HPM. It is found that RMSEs of sp, sd, and pd are lower for the re-trained SR-HPM than ones for the original SR-HPM in the full prosody generation case (using predicted break). It is known that accuracy of break prediction can affect the prediction of PAFs. We, therefore, conduct a prosody generation experiment that the PAFs are predicted with the correct breaks (i.e., the correct prosodic structure). The result shows that the RMSEs of sd and sp of the re-trained SR-HPM are still lower than the ones of the original SR-HPM. We may partially conclude that the proposed hidden ISR estimation and the re-estimation of sd NF are effective in prosody modeling and prosody generation. 
Analysis of Modelling Error and Break Labeling
Evaluation of Prosody Generation
Conclusions
This paper proposes to estimate the so-called hidden inverse speaking rate (ISR) based on the existing SR-HPM. The hidden ISR is estimated by syllable durations being normalized by the factors of lexical information of tone and base syllable type, and prosodic structure. Several experiments were conducted to prove that the proposed hidden ISR is more meaningful and accurate to represent speaker's intended/underlying speaking rate than conventional raw speaking rate. In the future, we will apply the proposed ISR estimation approach to model variable or dynamic speaking rate for spontaneous speech.
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